
Cuprins 

On the constitutive harmony of the human being and the state of happiness

Communicating empathically with victims of crime during criminal prosecution

The Right to Happiness

The right to happiness of the specialized intellectual in Romania today. Manifesto 

foradapting the right to happiness in the digital age

Shrinking cities. A specific phenomenon of urban dynamics

Sustainability of the concept of happiness. Case study – Museum of Happiness

Museum management approaches in the contemporary space. Case study: The 

National Village Museum “Dimitrie Gusti”

Globalization and the triggering factors of the economic crisis from the perspective 

of the right to happiness

Malpraxis in dental practice



Considerations regarding the exercise of the right to one’s own image, based on the 

right to happiness

Mathematician Alexandre Grothendieck –A model for achieving collective happiness

International economic sanctions and their impact on the right of happiness

The role of civil society in promoting, developing and respecting the right to 

happiness

The reflection of best interest of the child on child’s well-being, development and 

happiness

The self-portrait of the concept of happiness

An exploration of happiness in the context of the evolution of generations over the 

past century

Globalization and its effects on the citizen`s happiness

The extension of Romanian criminal law by regulating the robbery and armed 

robbery offenses

Does education lead to happiness?
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Billateral agreements Romania - Turkey and the rights to happiness 1955-1959

Marketing strategies in international trade

Respecting Human Rights in the Labor Relations – a Possible Source of Happiness?

Happiness in words of spirit

In the search of happiness

Happiness, part of the soul’s architecture

Is Sustainable thinking a step in gaining the right to happiness?

The right to happiness, a basic element in economic development

Library of materials for creative professions. A step ahead getting the beneficiary’s 

happiness

The happiness lesson from Danmark’s capital: Copenhagen

The Concept of Happiness – Individual Law or Divine Gift?

Experiential learning - sense and necessity

The right to seek happiness



Happiness lies in small things

The right to defense in criminal proceedings. Reality or desire?

Romanians in revolt. En essay around Constantin Noica’s philosophy

Happiness through teaching

Happiness between ideal and real

Constitutional design and the issue of reassessing civil rights

The right to happiness - from searching to finding

In search of solutions of the trinome: state – global society – happiness

Happiness – from Law to Reality

Generation Y. The right to happiness

Misery obligation. Law systems of totalitarian states

How Some People See Happiness

The right to happiness or the illusion of society
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The state - guarantor of happiness under the European court of human rights watch

Good governance and happiness of citizens

The right to happiness between the desired and the reality


